Abstract
(1) Section 2 discusses how to represent concepts practically in Java source 92 code and dynamic execution traces. One potential difficulty with an annotation-based concept system is that it 135 would be necessary to modify the JVM, so that it would dump concept in-136 formation out to a trace file whenever it encounters a concept annotation at 137 runtime.
138

Syntax Abuse
139
Since the annotations are only markers, and do not convey any information 140 other than the particular concept name (which may be embedded in the an- 
Custom Metadata
155
Concept information can be embedded directly into class and method names.
156
Alternatively each class can have a special concept field, which would allow 157 us to take advantage of the class inheritance mechanism. Each method can 158 have a special concept parameter. However this system is thoroughly intrusive.
159
Consider inserting concept information after the Java source code has been 160 written. The concept information will cause wide-ranging changes to the source 161 code, even affecting the actual API. Figure 3 shows a program fragment that 162 uses metadata to represent concepts in source code. This is an unacceptably 163 invasive transformation. Now consider using such custom metadata at runtime.
164
Again, the metadata will only be useful on a specially instrumented JVM that 165 can dump appropriate concept information as it encounters the metadata. 
Aspects
167
Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) [10] We eventually adopted this method for supporting concepts in our Java source 205 code, due to its simplicity of concept creation, markup and compilation. 
208
The custom comments can be transformed to suitable statements that will the boundary type (entry or exit) and some form of timestamp.
212
In our first system (see Section 3) the custom comments are replaced by simple 213 println statements and timestamps are computed using the System.nanoTime() 214 Java 1.5 API routine, thus there is no need for a specially instrumented JVM.
215
In our second system (see Section 4) the custom comments are replaced by
216
Jikes RVM specific logging statements, which are more efficient than println 217 statements, but entirely nonportable. Timestamps are computed using the 218 IA32 TSC register, via a new 'magic' method. Again this should be more effi-219 cient than using the System.nanoTime() routine.
220
In order to change the runtime logging behaviour at concept boundaries, all 221 that is required is to change the few lines in the concept doclet that spec-222 ify the code to be executed at the boundaries. One could imagine that more 223 complicated code is possible, such as data transfer via a network socket in a 224 distributed system. However note the following efficiency concern: One aim of 225 this logging is that it should be unobtrusive. The execution overhead of concept 226 logging should be no more than noise, otherwise any profiling will be inaccu-227 rate. In the studies described in this paper, the mean execution time overhead 228 for running concept-annotated code is 35% for the small Java program (Sec-229 tion 3) but only 2% for the large Java program (Section 4). This disparity is 230 due to the relative differences in concept granularity in the two studies. All 
Concept Assignment
249
The BasicPredictors code is an interesting subject for concept assignment We have identified four concepts in the source code. 
262
The concepts are marked up manually using custom Javadoc tags, as de-263 scribed in Section 2.5. This code is transformed using the custom doclet, so 
Dynamic Analysis for Concept Proportions
269
The first analysis simply processes the dynamic concept trace and calculates 
Dynamic Analysis for Concept Phases
283
While this analysis is useful for determining the overall time spent in each 284 concept, it gives no indication of the temporal relationship between concepts. There are many algorithms to perform phase detection but even just by obser-295 vation, it is possible to see three phases in this program. The startup phase has 296 long periods of system (opening and reading files) and predictor context 297 (setting up initial table) concept execution. This is followed by a periodic phase 298 of prediction concepts, alternately predictor context and predictor compute.
299
Finally there is a result report and shutdown phase. 
Applying this Information
How can these visualizations be used? They are ideal for program comprehen-302 sion. They may also be useful tools for debugging ( of execution (so more than one concept is being executed at once).
310
Dynamic Analysis for Large Java Program
311
The second case study uses Jikes RVM [7] which is a reasonably large Java 312 system, around 300,000 lines of code. It is a production-quality adaptive JVM 313 written in Java. It has become a significant vehicle for virtual machine (VM) 314 research, particularly into adaptive compilation mechanisms and garbage col- 
318
Like all high-performance VMs, Jikes RVM comprises a number of adaptive 319 runtime subsystems, which are invoked on-demand as user code executes.
320
These include just-in-time compilation, garbage collection and thread schedul- 
Significant runtime
372
Visualizations like Figure 9 show that VM code occupies a significant pro- The VM time should be more significant for shorter programs. It is also inter-377 esting to discover how the VM execution time is divided between the various 378 subsystems. For the benchmark used in this study, the VM spends at least 379 twice as long in compilation as in garbage collection. The bottom trace uses a modified compilation policy, which initially uses the 390 optimizing compiler rather than the baseline compiler, as much as possible.
391
Note that Jikes RVM requires that some methods must be compiled at baseline 392 level. 
Periodicity
402
Programs go through different phases and exhibit periodic patterns, as Section 
417
Live data must be scanned and perhaps copied. On the other hand, dead data 418 may be immediately discarded. This insight leads to our idea that it may be 419 good to perform GC immediately after optcomp. Thus we consider modifying 420 the VM to force GC automatically after every optimizing compilation.
421
We query a set of dynamic execution traces to determine how often GC follows 422 optcomp, in a standard Jikes RVM system setup. We use the default GC strat- Now we modify the optimizing compiler so that it forces a GC immediately 434 after it has completed an optcomp concept (eager GC-after-optcomp). We 
447
In our preliminary experiments, we modified the Jikes RVM GC policy to 448 force a collection immediately after each optcomp. However, we noticed that 449 this actually causes a performance degradation. We changed the GC policy so virtual machine state to user-defined application-specific debugging statistics).
494
Their system is built around Jikes RVM. It is able to correlate events at differ-495 ent abstraction levels in dynamic execution traces. They present some interest-
496
ing case studies to explain performance anomalies in standard benchmarks.
497
Our work focuses on user-defined high-level concepts, and how source code we split this concept into two, we observed that garbage collection follows 585 optimizing compilation rather than baseline.
586
The process of feedback-directed compilation could be partially automated,
587
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